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ABSTRACT
The running-in wear of a multi-asperity silicon carbide sphere-on-silicon flat interface is investigated at the micro- and nanoscale in relation to the friction behaviour of an unlubricated macroscale tribological system sliding in a unidirectional mode. Experiments and contact simulations indicated that the macroscale friction behaviour during running-in was governed by the wear behaviour of roughness asperities on the sphere and their influence on the interfacial contact pressure. Specific ploughing tracks on the flat corresponded to individual asperities on the sphere which, when worn-off, led to lower, more stable friction behaviour and mild wear at an atomic attrition-like rate. It was also found that single asperity contact simulations are unable to reliably predict multi-asperity friction and wear behaviour for this system.

1. Introduction
Friction and wear of macroscopic dry sliding contacts are known to have a substantial detrimental impact upon the global energy consumption, economy and environment [1,2]. As a consequence, this has sparked significant scientific interest, with the aim to manipulate and reduce friction and wear of materials under conditions of industrial relevance [3–6]. Friction and wear behaviour at the macrosopic length scale is typically influenced by the topography of the contacting surfaces [7]. The real area of contact consists of numerous micro- and nanoscale contacts – the result of contacting asperities – that together with the shear strength occurring at these individual contacts, determines the overall friction. The initial surface topography is known to have its greatest effect at the outset of sliding, during the tribological process known as ‘running-in’ where plastic deformation or fracture of roughness asperities can occur, rather than during the subsequent period [8]. Advancing the scientific understanding of the mechanisms behind the running-in process can lead to optimisation and stabilisation of the working performance of engineering tribosystems, thus extending their lifetime [9]. Running-in can be considered in terms of a collection of macro-, micro-, and nanoscale processes that occur both simultaneously and sequentially [9]. Since these processes occurring on different length scales are all hidden at the contact interface, they are particularly challenging to access experimentally. It is therefore unsurprising that the running-in process is poorly understood.

In order to simplify the tribological system, fundamental studies into the isolated friction and wear events occurring at a single asperity during the onset of dry sliding have attracted considerable attention, with the intention to collectively transform the outcomes into ‘multi-asperity’ level behaviour at the macroscale [7–16]. Single asperities are known to undergo truncation: relatively sharp fresh, unworn surfaces are reduced to a state of surface conformity at the macroscale, as a result of the concentrated stresses occurring at the ends of the highest interacting asperities [8]. The running-in friction behaviour of the single asperity tribological systems studied by Bhaskaran et al. [12] and Gotsmann et al. [13]. (represented graphically as \( y \propto \sqrt{x} \), where \( y \) = coefficient of friction and \( x \) = sliding distance) were characteristic of a dry sliding system where a small amount of surface contamination, oxide or adsorbed species at the interface is quickly worn away to cause a greater degree of adhesion and a rise in friction [9]. In their investigations, the effect of counter surface wear was minimised, and the asperity wear attributed to atom-by-atom attrition [12,13]. However, when counter surface wear does occur, as in the case reported by Schöffmann et al. [15] and Yu et al. [16] for reciprocating dry sliding systems, single asperity friction is initially found to be controlled by the ploughing friction component in the first few sliding cycles; transitioning to a regime whereby the elastic or adhesion friction component increases and eventually dominates as the number of cycles increase. The running-in
friction behaviour in this instance (represented graphically as $y = 1/x$, where $y$ = coefficient of friction and $x$ = sliding distance) is characteristic of initially high contact pressures at the sliding interface inducing a rapid transition to the steady state [9]. Bhushan et al. also reported a transition between single asperity ploughing and adhesion friction; noting that with an increase in plastic deformation (ploughing), a greater value of the total friction coefficient was observed [17]. The transition from ploughing to adhesion friction was attributed to the wear occurring at the interacting apex of the contact asperities. The unexpected wear mechanisms that occur at hard contact asperities in a hard-soft sliding pair, have been observed for several different contact systems and attributed to both atom-by-atom attrition and fracturing [18–20].

Despite substantial research effort, it remains unclear exactly how the nano-tribological response of a single asperity during the running-in process would, in reality, translate to that of a more industrially-relevant multi-asperity contact interface. Remarks were made by Yu et al. [21], in relation to the similarities in contact pressure beneath some asperities in a multi-asperity system and that of a single asperity system, resulting in similar counter surface wear behaviour. However Qi et al. [22], showed that a glass-on-silica system demonstrated opposing trends for single and multi-asperity contacts in relation to the system friction behaviour under humid and dry conditions. The combination of the single asperity perspective with a macroscale multi-asperity tribological system has been reported by Krick et al. [23], and Garabedian et al. [24], where single asperity wear was traced at sub-micrometre resolution utilising white light interferometry, to investigate a reciprocated sliding system. The asperity-scale wear behaviour was found to mirror that of macroscale wear, with high wear rates detected during the running-in process, transitioning abruptly to ultra-low wear rates once the system had reached the steady state period [24]. However, no insights into the relationship between the single asperity wear mechanisms and the running-in friction response of the macroscale system were provided. It is conceivable that simply translating the tribological behaviour of single asperity systems into that of a multi-asperity system is not so trivial.

The intention of this work is to highlight the relationship between the wear events occurring at single asperities during the onset of dry sliding and the friction response of a multi-asperity tribological system, with hard-soft sliding pairs where ploughing by the asperities is likely to occur. Investigations into the running-in wear mechanisms of multi-asperity contacts are conducted at the micro- and nanoscale, in relation to the friction behaviour of a macroscale tribological system dry sliding in a unidirectional mode. Focus is placed on the study of industrially-relevant silicon carbide and silicon materials that are typically found in micro-/nano-electromechanical systems MEMS/NEMS [25]. Experimental methods and elastic-full plastic contact calculations are utilised [26], which enable the study of multi-asperity contacting interfaces with single asperity detail, as the system transitions through the initial running-in stage. The choice to apply a ‘unidirectional’ sliding mode, where the silicon carbide sphere always encounters a pristine silicon surface throughout the sliding measurement, aims to trace the evolution of the asperity friction and wear whilst minimising the formation of third bodies. The latter are known to influence the friction and wear behaviour of this type of tribological system [27].

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The two industrially-relevant contact materials selected for study were 3 mm diameter direct sintered silicon carbide (SiC) spheres (Grade 10, DIT Holland) and polished p-type single crystal (100) silicon (Si) wafers (University Wafer) with a native oxide layer. The root mean square roughness measured by AFM (scan size 5 $\mu$m $\times$ 5 $\mu$m) of the pristine multi-asperity SiC sphere and Si flat surfaces were 48.7 nm and 0.9 nm, respectively [27]. The spheres were cleaned prior to use using acetone and isopropanol (Sigma Aldrich) in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min in each solvent; followed by a deionised water rinse. The same cleaning procedure was used for removal of wear debris as indicated.

2.2. Methods

The sphere-on-flat tribological experiments were performed using a universal mechanical tester (UMT Tribolab, Bruker), utilising a ‘unidirectional’ sliding mode as illustrated in Fig. 1a. An applied load of 100 mN was chosen, with a sliding speed of 0.5 mm s$^{-1}$, a sliding distance per stroke of 20 mm, and a total sliding distance of 40 mm or 6 m in the case of ‘short’ or ‘long’ studies respectively. Experiments were performed in an unregulated ambient environment (20–22 °C; 40–60% relative humidity). Force and position data were acquired at a rate of 5 Hz. Each 6 m sliding experiment was repeated three times with pristine samples, with data presented as a moving average (over two strokes and for the three independent repeat experiments).

To characterize the wear of the contacts, optical focus variation profilometry measurements were performed ex-situ using a laser scanning confocal microscope (VK-X1000, Keyence). Similarly, the surface topography of the contacts was measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Dimension Icon, Bruker) implemented in tapping mode, using a silicon tip with a radius of approximately 8 nm (RTESPA-300, Bruker). Images were processed using Gwyddion software [28], and MATLAB. All reported route mean square (RMS) roughness values for the Si flat were based on AFM scan sizes of 45 $\mu$m $\times$ 2.8 $\mu$m (1024 $\times$ 64 pixels); and for the SiC sphere were based on the worn area highlighted in Fig. 1. The wear tracks on the Si flats were additionally imaged and analysed using scanning electron microscopy (Verios 460, FEI) and integrated energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (X-Max EDS, Oxford Instruments).

Contact calculations using the Tribology Simulator that is publicly available at www.tribology.org, were employed to estimate the plastic deformation at the SiC sphere-on-Si flat interface. The half-space contact calculations were based on the boundary element method (BEM) [26], whereby the elastoplastic deformation of asperities at the interface was solved. In the calculation, strain hardening is assumed to be negligible, and the contact pressure is limited by the hardness of the softest contact material; Si in this study (Table 1). The contact calculations were carried out at 100 mN, utilising height profiles of the SiC sphere measured by AFM (scan size 85 $\mu$m $\times$ 85 $\mu$m; 4096 $\times$ 4096 pixels), and the mechanical properties listed in Table 1 as input. This AFM scan size was chosen to ensure it was considerably larger than the Hertzian contact diameter of ~20 $\mu$m under the conditions used.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Running-in friction and wear response at the macroscale

Fig. 1 shows the typical running-in friction and wear outcome for unidirectional sliding of a multi-asperity SiC sphere-on-Si flat system over a total distance of 40 mm, demonstrating evidence of counter surface ploughing and hard contact asperity wear. The friction over the 40 mm sliding distance illustrated in Fig. 1b, shows initially high and irregular behaviour with a friction coefficient (CoF) peak at 0.63 at 0.63 at the onset of sliding, and a relatively sudden decline to a more stable CoF of 0.31 at ~15 mm. The friction behaviour of the system is directly correlated with the appearance and predominant disappearance of abrasive wear tracks on the Si flat (Fig. 1c); mirroring the total wear track cross-sectional area measured by AFM of tracks 1 and 2, as a function of sliding distance. The behaviour of this multi-asperity system, although more erratic, follows the single asperity running-in friction behaviour reported elsewhere, where the running-in stage is represented graphically as $y = 1/x$ (where $y$ = CoF and $x$ = sliding distance) [15,16]. This stage is characterised by high initial contact pressures, counter surface wear, and the total friction response being controlled by a ploughing friction component at the onset of sliding, transitioning to a
regime whereby the relative contribution from the elastic or adhesion friction component increases and eventually dominates.

Evidence for high initial contact pressures in the multi-asperity system can be found in Fig. 1c, depicting the presence of ploughing tracks i.e. counter surface wear on the Si flat, and in Fig. 1e that shows an AFM micrograph of the flattened topography of the hard SiC sphere after sliding 40 mm, suggesting asperity removal over the course of the sliding experiment. These observations are consistent with the calculated reduction in RMS roughness of both contacts after running-in.

According to the Hertzian contact pressure at the pristine SiC sphere-on-Si flat interface (~0.46 GPa), no ploughing should occur as this value is considerably less than the Si flat hardness (Table 1). Conversely, the initial Hertzian contact diameter of ~20 µm, is in line with the experimental observations. Therefore, since roughness asperities are not taken into account in the Hertzian calculation, it can be expected that the initial ploughing tracks and accompanying high friction response are caused by the very high contact pressures exerted beneath the asperities leading to localised plastic deformation of the Si flat at the SiC asperity contact points. The abrupt friction drop suggests asperity removal on the SiC sphere and, similar to the single asperity running-in case, a transition in the friction and wear mechanism from ploughing friction and ploughing wear of the Si flat during the running-in process, to adhesion friction and mild wear of both contacts [15]. The evolution of the real interfacial contact pressures of the multi-asperity system will be discussed in more depth later.

**Table 1**

Mechanical properties of contact bodies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
<th>Hardness (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiC sphere</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si flat</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Friction and wear analysis for unidirectional sliding of a multi-asperity silicon carbide (SiC) sphere-on-silicon (Si) flat over 40 mm distance: (a) schematic illustration of unidirectional sliding mode. (b) Coefficient of friction (CoF) and total wear track cross-sectional area as a function of sliding distance. Inset figure shows the individual cross-sectional area evolution of wear tracks 1 and 2 as a function of sliding distance. (c) AFM micrographs illustrating the topography of wear tracks on Si flat at set sliding positions. AFM micrographs of SiC sphere (d) prior to sliding, (e) after sliding 40 mm and ultrasonic cleaning. Numbers correspond to possible asperity locations responsible for Si flat wear tracks shown in (c); red circle represents worn area. (f) Wear volume removed (9.48 µm³) from SiC sphere after 40 mm sliding. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Looking in more detail at the ploughing tracks on the Si flat counter surface, Fig. 1c shows the AFM micrographs from which the cross-sectional areas of tracks 1 and 2 on the Si flat were measured at specific sliding locations. Track 2 can be seen to disappear between 1.25 and 1.5 mm sliding; whilst track 1 still remains after 40 mm. Mounds of Si wear debris (Fig. 2) can be seen located around (and potentially covering) the ploughing tracks, particularly within the first millimetre of sliding. There also is evidence to suggest increased levels of oxygen in the mounds of Si wear debris, (confirmed from EDS analysis, Fig. 2e) signifying the presence of SiOx, as reported previously by Hsia et al. [27]. The precise origin of the SiOx is not clear from the present study. The SiOx could occur as a result of mechanochemical activation of the Si in the presence of oxygen and water (ambient conditions), or it could be an accumulation of the native oxide layer from the Si flat at the ploughing track edge, which has been displaced during the sliding experiment.

3.2. Running-in wear response at the asperity-level

In order to provide insight into which asperities on the SiC sphere were responsible for the ploughing tracks found on the Si flat, and into the nature of the wear events occurring at the sliding interface during the running-in process, AFM micrographs detailing the topography of the sphere before and after sliding 40 mm were obtained (Fig. 1d-f). It is clear that asperities have been removed from the surface of the SiC sphere, evident particularly in Fig. 1f illustrating the wear volume, which was constructed by calculating the difference between Fig. 1d and e. The wear rate over the ‘short’ initial 40 mm sliding distance was calculated to be 2375 µm³ (Nm)⁻¹. Comparing Fig. 1c-f, it is possible to identify which asperities on the SiC sphere could be responsible for particular ploughing tracks observed on the Si flat. A dominant asperity located at the trailing edge (the left edge) of the SiC sphere labelled ‘1’, is likely responsible for track 1 that remains visible on the Si flat until the end of the 40 mm sliding distance. This asperity appears to evolve from the high feature that lies at the trailing edge of the contact region shown in Fig. 1d. However, more challenging to locate is the asperity responsible for track 2 shown in Fig. 1c that ends abruptly after about 1.25 mm sliding. By analysing track distances with respect to one another, and the SiC sphere orientation during sliding, the asperity potentially responsible for creating this track can be found in the SiC wear volume, Fig. 1f.

It is likely that this asperity is not long-lived, given the short wear track it creates on the Si flat and the absence of a clear wear channel on the SiC sphere. Closer inspection of the SiC sphere in fact highlights several wear channels (Fig. 1c), matching the locations of the four shallower wear tracks on the Si flat: tracks 3–7 (Fig. 1c). It is plausible that these wear channels on the SiC sphere originate from asperities at the leading edge that have subsequently fractured off and become wear particles trapped at the contact interface between the sphere and the flat, thus interacting with and wearing both surfaces simultaneously along the sliding direction. This sudden fracturing and trapping of asperities could also account for the erratic macroscale friction behaviour seen in the first ~7 mm of sliding, after which point the majority of the shallower wear tracks have disappeared.

As the apex of the SiC sphere wears, gradually flattening and thus reducing in height, it is logical to expect that asperities at the very edge of the interface are steadily introduced into the contact area. Evidence for this are tracks 5, 6 and 7 (Fig. 1c and e), which originate only after several millimetres of sliding. Most prominent is the case of track 7 that appears only during the second sliding stroke. However, the introduction of these asperities into the contact area does not appear to impact the friction response of the macroscale system.

The above experiments and analysis show that the running-in behaviour of this multi-asperity system is very similar to the single asperity response [15,16]. There is evidence of high initial contact pressures and counter surface ploughing, and a transition in the friction and wear mechanism: from the presence of ploughing friction and ploughing wear of the Si flat at the onset of sliding, to a milder wear of the SiC sphere and a lower, more stable friction response once the majority of asperities have been removed. In order to understand the precise wear mechanisms occurring at the asperities themselves, i.e. whether they fracture off in a brittle manner due to structural defects and the high contact pressure at the onset of sliding, or if they wear in a more gradual fashion such as atom-by-atom attrition [29], further investigation is needed. The presence of wear channels on the SiC sphere as explained above do however suggest that a wear mechanism related to asperity fracturing is more likely during running-in, whereby the fractured asperities could subsequently become third bodies able to interact with both the silicon flat and the SiC sphere.

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs showing (a) width of entire wear track on silicon flat after 0.50 mm sliding; (b) magnified region highlighting wear tracks 1 and 2. Corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of magnified region: (c) layered image; (d) silicon Kα₁ signal; (e) oxygen Kα₁ signal; (f) carbon Kα₁ signal.
3.3. Running-in contact simulation

To provide additional validation for the proposed relationship between the wear behaviour of asperities and the macroscale friction response during running-in, elasto-plastic boundary element method (BEM) calculations were performed using AFM surface topography data in Fig. 1d and e as input. The intention was to demonstrate the existence of high initial contact pressures, to trace counter surface wear in relation to single asperity ploughing, and to show further evidence for a transition in the friction and wear mechanism after running-in. In general BEM calculations are a reliable method to assess the contact area, according to the ‘Contact-Mechanics Challenge’ [26]. Fig. 3 shows the output from BEM calculations of the SiC sphere, illustrating the contact pressure at contacting regions, the area of real contact and average contact pressure prior to and after the running-in period. These calculations reveal that the average contact pressure at the sphere-on-flat interface prior to sliding is high (7.7 GPa) – at least one order of magnitude greater than the Hertzian contact pressure of the system when the surface roughness is not taken into account. In comparison to the sphere condition after running-in, a greater number of contacting asperities prior to sliding exert a contact pressure at the interface high enough to plastically deform the counter surface (≥10 GPa; see Table 1 for Si flat hardness). A distinct transition is demonstrated by the BEM calculation, whereby after running-in, the number of contact points (and the area of real contact) has evidently increased (Fig. 3d and e), yet the contact pressure at the interface has decreased below 10 GPa at almost every contacting position (Fig. 3b). A notable exception is the dominant asperity located at the trailing edge of the SiC sphere, clearly visible in Fig. 3b and e exhibiting a contact pressure ≥10 GPa. This finding reinforces the experimental observation that this single asperity is likely responsible for counter surface ploughing track 1, and emphasises the good agreement that exists between experiment and calculation. The high feature in Fig. 1d that develops into SiC asperity ‘1’ is also visible in Fig. 3a and d, but with fewer contact points exerting a pressure ≥10 GPa, indicating that the feature becomes a more dominant ploughing asperity as the sphere surface evolves. The exact regions of the sphere in Fig. 3a that exceed a contact pressure of 10 GPa and could therefore contribute to the formation of ploughing tracks 2–7 on the Si flat, are more challenging to trace. However, there appears a good agreement between the density of the high contact pressure points on the SiC sphere and regions of excess wear debris on the counter surface in Fig. 1c at distance 0.10 mm.

Further utilisation of BEM calculations to trace counter surface wear in relation to single asperity ploughing is displayed in Fig. 4. It shows SEM and AFM micrographs of the Si flat at the beginning and end of the 40 mm unidirectional sliding experiment, and corresponding BEM calculations (utilising AFM surface topography data in Fig. 1d and e as input) predicting the numerical values for the plastic deformation depth (d) into the Si flat, resulting from indentation of the asperities on the harder SiC sphere and assuming a plastic yield stress of 10 GPa for the Si flat. Qualitatively, there appears to be a good agreement between the experimentally-derived asperity positions and those predicted by the BEM calculations to show the plastic deformation on the Si flat; with the width of the wear track at the beginning and end of the sliding experiment also matching closely. However, quantitatively, the correspondence between experiment and model is poor, as the raw numerical
values for the plastic deformation depth predict initial ploughing tracks approximately 20 nm deep (Fig. 4c), which clearly were not observed experimentally (Fig. 4b). Reasons for this discrepancy will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

A further discrepancy between the BEM predictions and the experimental observations is highlighted when the approximate projected ploughing contact area $A_p$ of each asperity in the sliding direction calculated using the BEM (and displayed in Fig. 4c and f), is used to provide a rough estimate of the expected ploughing force. Ploughing friction $F_{pl}$ for a collection of ‘single asperities’ can be estimated from the total projected area of contact in the sliding direction with which the asperities plastically penetrate a substrate $A_{pr}$, multiplied by the hardness of that substrate $H_{Si}$ [30]. The following expression can therefore be used to estimate the CoF due to ploughing at the beginning and end of the 40 mm unidirectional sliding experiment, where $F_n$ is the applied normal force of 100 mN:

$$\text{CoF} = \frac{F_{pl}}{F_n} = \frac{A_p H_{Si}}{F_n}$$

(1)

Using this relationship, the calculated CoF resulting from the plastic deformation of the Si flat is 0.12 at the onset of sliding, increasing to 0.21 at the end of the 40 mm unidirectional sliding experiment. Quite clearly there is a large discrepancy between the calculated CoF and the experimental observations, indicating that the reality of the multi-asperity tribological system is much more complex than that based on ploughing of a collection of individual ‘single asperities’.

### 3.4. Discrepancy between experiment and contact simulation

In order to interpret the quantitative differences between the BEM (and ploughing friction) calculation and the experimental results, the running-in friction and wear behaviour of the system is separated into two stages: (i) Onset of sliding after 0.075 mm (where CoF$_{\text{max}}$ occurs); (ii) Post running-in at 40 mm.

Considering stage (i) at the onset of sliding or running-in, where the CoF rises to 0.63 after 0.075 mm in the dynamic friction regime, the CoF ought to be predicted by the BEM calculation as this stage is dominated by ploughing friction. However, the CoF calculated by the BEM (0.12) is notably lower than the experimentally derived value. This discrepancy is attributed to the topographical evolution particularly of the Si flat that cannot be captured by the BEM calculation. The high measured CoF at the onset of sliding is accredited to ploughing of the (elevated) Si surface, including the generation, smearing and compression of Si wear debris. In order to verify this reasoning, the ploughing tracks on the Si flat were examined in more detail. SEM and AFM micrographs show that the wear tracks –depicted by regions of light grey and white on the Si flat respectively– are in fact elevated with respect to the background (Fig. 4a, b, d and e). This may be attributed to the formation of SiO$_2$ from Si that has been displaced within the wear tracks. The Pilling-Bedworth (PB) ratio is the ratio of the volume of an oxide to the volume of the metal from which the oxide forms [31]. For oxidation of Si to SiO$_2$, the PB ratio is approximately 2 [32], meaning that the volume of SiO$_2$ is twice that of Si, and so effectively causes the volume of material within the wear track to increase. Such an effect cannot be determined by the BEM calculation and potentially explains why the BEM-predicted ploughing tracks of 20 nm deep (Fig. 4c) were not observed experimentally. However, if the ploughing asperities are at the trailing edge of the sphere, as is the case for those responsible for creating tracks 1 and 2 in Fig. 1, they can generate ploughing tracks that are elevated at the edges but have a centre that is below the background height level of the Si flat. This indicates that with such a ‘trailing edge ploughing track’, the debris collects next to the track, while other ploughing tracks are potentially covered over. According to the BEM calculations, many of the asperities on the SiC sphere do not result in plastic deformation, but instead exert a contact pressure onto the Si flat that is below the material hardness (Fig. 3) where asperities elastically deform the Si flat. Such asperities can compress the ploughing debris and displace it back into the ploughing track if they come into contact with a track directly after it is formed. This concept is particularly evident in the magnified SEM image in Fig. 2b that shows the elevated wear track, compressed debris and the two distinct ‘trailing edge ploughing tracks’.

Further evidence for a high CoF arising as a consequence of ploughing the (elevated) Si surface is shown in Fig. 5. It depicts the friction behaviour of double-stroke ‘non-repeated’ SiC sphere-on-Si flat friction experiments [27], in which each sliding cycle of the sphere consists of one back-and-forth stroke before the sphere is stepped to a
Fig. 5. Coefficient of friction for double stroke ‘non-repeated’ experiment of a multi-asperity silicon carbide sphere-on-silicon flat over 40 cm sliding distance. All experimental conditions (excluding the sliding mode) identical to that of unidirectional sliding experiment described in this work [27].

The details presented here highlight that the friction and wear behaviour of a multi-asperity tribological system is much more complex than that of a single asperity system during the running-in process. The BEM can qualitatively predict the locations of the ploughing tracks on the counter surface based upon asperity locations on the sphere, but it cannot predict the degree of plastic deformation of the flat or the resulting friction force due to ploughing. Further work is required in order to fully understand the reasoning behind this quantitative discrepancy, but qualitatively it is evident that the evolution of the counter-surface material (material expansion, compression, trapped wear debris) plays an important role in the friction response of the multi-asperity system. This emphasises the challenges of predicting the friction and wear behaviour of multi-asperity systems on the basis of single asperity contact simulations and scaled-up single asperity system behaviour.

3.5. Evolution of friction and wear response after running-in at the macroscale

To understand how the friction and wear behaviour of the multi-asperity SiC-sphere-on-Si flat system evolves after the initial running-in process, a longer unidirectional sliding study over 6 m was conducted. Fig. 6a shows running-in CoF behaviour equivalent to the 40 mm sliding study (Fig. 1b). And consistent with the work reported in [27], for ‘non-repeated’ reciprocated sliding of brittle non-metallic materials, a steady increase in the CoF is observed over a sliding distance of 6m. As is highlighted by Fig. 6b–e, the worn contact area of the SiC sphere appears flattened and smoother than the pristine surface, suggesting continuous asperity removal over the course of the 6 m sliding experiment. The wear rate for this system during the running-in process (as presented in Fig. 1) was found to be more than three times that of the overall wear rate for the extended 6 m unidirectional sliding study (700 µm³ (Nm⁻¹)), providing additional evidence for a transition in the friction and wear mechanism after running-in.

Thus it is likely that the overall steady increase in CoF over the 6 m sliding is due not exclusively to continual asperity ploughing but more conceivably a consequence of adhesion friction following asperity removal, and a gradual increase in area of real contact [27]. This is supported by SEM observations of the wear track on the Si flat. The SEM micrograph inset in Fig. 6a illustrates the topography of the final wear tracks on the Si flat after 6 m sliding and shows no evidence of abrasive wear (unlike the initial sliding track in Fig. 6d) and that the track width has increased to ~60 µm. An estimation can be made to illustrate the potential for adhesion friction and mild wear mechanisms such as atom-by-atom attrition in this multi-asperity tribological system using the method proposed by Hsia et al. [27]. This method, without considering strain hardening, is based on the consideration that for rough surfaces, due to asperity-level plastic deformation, the contact pressure in the contact can never become greater than the hardness of the softest material, in this case the Si flat. This sets a minimum limit on the real area of contact, $A_{\text{min}}$. Thus, the minimum number of atoms (inferred as contact interface and thus interacting with and wearing both surfaces simultaneously. Evidence for the existence of these wear particles can be found in Fig. 3e and f. The real area of contact on the SiC sphere appears to decrease after cleaning, suggesting that loose and dynamic wear particles were in fact present at the sliding interface. The absence of wear particle dynamic effects is likely to lead to a discrepancy in the calculated CoF, given that the BEM calculations are limited only to one ‘snapshot in time’. In addition, the calculated CoF is based only on ploughing friction, and neglects any adhesion friction contribution. The latter is the likely dominating friction mechanism in this regime, originating from smaller interfacial gaps and thus increased area of real contact and lower interfacial contact pressure due to asperity removal, as highlighted by Fig. 3 [27]. Therefore, as the BEM can only partially predict the total CoF, the calculated result at stage (ii) unsurprisingly underestimates the experimentally derived value.

At stage (ii) post running-in at 40 mm, the majority of asperities on the SiC sphere have been removed, and the system has transitioned to one likely dominated by adhesion friction and mild wear of the SiC sphere, where the effect of ploughing as discussed in stage (i) is largely absent except for that generated by trailing edge SiCasperity ‘1’. The CoF calculated by the BEM (0.21) for the end of the 40 mm unidirectional sliding experiment similarly significantly underestimates the experimentally determined value (0.31). The BEM calculation cannot account for the possible effect wear particles trapped at the sliding interface may have upon the plastic deformation of the Si flat and resulting friction forces. As mentioned above, these wear particles likely originate from asperities at the leading edge of the SiC sphere that have fractured off in the initial sliding strokes, becoming trapped at the fresh area on the Si flat. Fig. 5 clearly shows that the ‘backward’ stroke sliding over the previously worn track produces a higher friction force than the ‘forward’ stroke. However, this only occurs during the first 20–25 cm of sliding, when ploughing friction is prominent in the backward stroke. This observation therefore suggests that in such experiments, more ploughing occurs during the backward stroke than the forward stroke. This may seem counterintuitive, as one would not expect ploughing tracks created during the forward stroke to be ploughed again in the backward stroke. However, the observation by SEM and AFM of elevated ploughing tracks suggests that greater ploughing may occur during the backward stroke because the sharpest asperities on the sphere (including asperities that might have otherwise only elastically deformed the flat) will be in contact with this elevated material, thereby penetrating deeper and ploughing over a larger cross section. In fact, it is likely that the aforementioned scenario is already taking place during the forward stroke, when trailing-edge asperities on the SiC sphere slide over the (compressed and elevated) ploughing tracks created by leading-edge asperities. For a single asperity ploughing system, the situation is likely much simpler. The friction force would tend to decrease after cleaning, suggesting that loose and dynamic wear particles were in fact present at the sliding interface. The absence of wear particle dynamic effects is likely to lead to a discrepancy in the calculated CoF, given that the BEM calculations are limited only to one ‘snapshot in time’. In addition, the calculated CoF is based only on ploughing friction, and neglects any adhesion friction contribution. The latter is the likely dominating friction mechanism in this regime, originating from smaller interfacial gaps and thus increased area of real contact and lower interfacial contact pressure due to asperity removal, as highlighted by Fig. 3 [27]. Therefore, as the BEM can only partially predict the total CoF, the calculated result at stage (ii) unsurprisingly underestimates the experimentally derived value.

At stage (ii) post running-in at 40 mm, the majority of asperities on the SiC sphere have been removed, and the system has transitioned to one likely dominated by adhesion friction and mild wear of the SiC sphere, where the effect of ploughing as discussed in stage (i) is largely absent except for that generated by trailing edge SiCasperity ‘1’. The CoF calculated by the BEM (0.21) for the end of the 40 mm unidirectional sliding experiment similarly significantly underestimates the experimentally determined value (0.31). The BEM calculation cannot account for the possible effect wear particles trapped at the sliding interface may have upon the plastic deformation of the Si flat and resulting friction forces. As mentioned above, these wear particles likely originate from asperities at the leading edge of the SiC sphere that have fractured off in the initial sliding strokes, becoming trapped at the
an area, $A_{\text{worn}}$, on the SiC sphere in contact with the Si flat at any one time during the 6 m unidirectional sliding experiment can be estimated as follows:

$$A_{\text{worn}} = \frac{F_n}{H_{\text{Si}}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-11} \text{ m}^2 \approx \frac{1.0 \times 10^{-11}}{(2.0 \times 10^{-10})^2} = 2.5 \times 10^8 \text{ atoms}$$

(2)

where $F_n$ is the applied normal force (100 mN), $H_{\text{Si}}$ is the Si flat hardness (10 GPa) and 2 Å is an approximate atom-to-atom distance. Over the whole area of the contact, $2.5 \times 10^8$ atoms on the SiC sphere surface must touch and slide over the Si flat at any time. Thus, using the total wear volume $(4.2 \times 10^{-16} \text{ m}^3)$ measured from the height profile in Fig. 6e, it is possible to estimate the number of atoms removed from the SiC sphere surface over the 6 m sliding distance and thus the average distance required to remove one atomic layer:

$$\frac{4.2 \times 10^{-16}}{(2.0 \times 10^{-10})^2} \approx 5 \times 10^3 \text{ atoms removed}$$

(3)

$$\frac{6 \times 2.5 \times 10^9}{5 \times 10^3} \approx 30 \mu\text{m}$$

(4)

This approximation indicates that the atoms on the SiC surface that make contact with the Si flat slide an average of at least 30 µm (a distance that is equivalent to more than one hundred thousand atomic spacings) before one atomic layer is worn off. As there is evidence to suggest plastic deformation of the Si flat and asperity removal on the SiC sphere and thus a higher wear rate during the running-in process, the above calculation is likely to underestimate the mildness of the subsequent wear occurring at the SiC sphere-on-Si flat interface. This in itself provides additional support for atom-by-atom wear [10,33], and adhesion friction being the dominant mechanism once the ploughing-asperity removal transition point has occurred.

As for the nature of the atomic attrition-like wear mechanism, it is plausible that a mechanochemical process is occurring at the SiC sphere-on-Si flat interface. As a unidirectional sliding mode was used, the SiC sphere continuously made contact with ‘fresh’ unworn native oxide layer on the Si flat. The bond energies (enthalpies) of the native oxide layer Si–O (452 kJ mol$^{-1}$), O–H (459 kJ mol$^{-1}$) and any potentially formed interfacial bonds O–C (358 kJ mol$^{-1}$) are all greater than that of Si–C (318 kJ mol$^{-1}$) [34]. Therefore, the probability that a Si–C bond would break before an O–H or Si–O, or indeed any interfacial O–C bonds, is higher. Hence, chemically, there is a preference for the removal of atoms one-by-one from the SiC sphere – which is in essence atomic attrition [10,33].

4. Conclusion

The running-in wear mechanisms of multi-asperity contacts were investigated at the micro- and nanoscale in relation to the friction behaviour of a macroscale tribological system sliding in a unidirectional mode. Focus was placed upon the study of industrially-relevant silicon carbide and silicon materials; systems with a Hertzian contact pressure less than that of the hardness of the contacting bodies. Experimental methods and contact simulations were combined in order to study the multi-asperity interfaces at a level of detail of a single asperity, as the system transitioned through the initial running-in stage. The resulting friction response of such a tribological system was found to be initially high and erratic at the onset of sliding, with a rapid decline to a stabilised friction coefficient after ~15 mm running-in period. Thereafter, the friction coefficient was observed to increase relatively steadily over a total sliding distance of 6 m.

A direct correlation was found between the friction behaviour from 0 to 15 mm, the appearance and disappearance of ploughing tracks on the flat, and the simultaneous removal of asperities on the sphere. It was understood that the macroscale friction response during the running-in period was likely dominated by ploughing wear at a high wear rate, originating from the very high contact pressure exerted beneath the asperities at the sphere-on-flat interface. The behaviour observed for this multi-asperity system, although more erratic, followed that of single asperity running-in friction behaviour reported in the literature. Contrary to a single asperity system however, the evolution of the counter-surface material (material expansion, compression, trapped wear debris), was found to play a dominant role in the friction response of the multi-asperity system; emphasising the challenges associated with potential scale-up theories.

A transition point in the wear mechanism of the multi-asperity system appeared to occur once the majority of asperities were removed. In line with the steady increase in friction observed over the remaining 6 m; the average contact pressure at the interface was seen to decrease, thus lowering the wear rate as the real area of contact gradually increased. On average the rate of material removal was very low,
occurring at an atomic attrition-like rate that is potentially attributed to adhesive wear involving mecanochemical reactions on an atomic scale. Overall, the friction behaviour of this multi-asperity brittle non-metallic tribological system appears to be governed by the wear behaviour of the asperities, and the influence their existence has upon the interfacial contact pressure.
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